
 

 

 

 

UDI Shallow Utilities Committee & ATCO Agenda 
Meeting Date & Time : Aug 22, 2019 , 9:30 – 11:00am  
Location : UDI-Edmonton Region Boardroom (#324, 10113 -104 Street) 
Attendees: Kayla Carnovale,  Dan Hamilton, Stephen Arnason, Jim Allen 
ATCO: Erin.Koskitalo@atco.com, Talal.Al-Awaid@atco.com, Da Silva, Paulo, Clarin, Anabelle 
Regrets: Evan Zukiwsky, Katrina Rowe, Jeremy Hynes, Michael Shankowsky, Dave Tarkowski 

  

1. 2019 rates 

Discussion:  
-  Need to be re-evaluated in 3 more years (2022) when ATCO meets with the regulation group. 
- Industry to gather a sample of developer costs to provide to ATCO in rate discussion. 
- ATCO addressed the issue of their outstanding PO’s that haven’t been invoiced by the developers.  Developers need to 

invoice ATCO in a more timely fashion after work has been completed.   

Action:  
o  

2. 2019 Contracts & Insurance 

Discussion:  
- Contracts and Insurance haven’t been a sensitive issue with the developers.  

Action:  
- ATCO would like to have a better understanding of what deters developers from participating in 4 party installations.   

3. 2019 procurement & material delivery 

Discussion:   
- Missing materials are always a concern.  Full orders are not ready for pick up from the warehouse.  This results in 

additional review by the contractors of material packages and additional trips to pick up incomplete orders. 
- Bentonite is a concern as it affects fusion of joints (ATCO has been working on a stage with defective tees.  They have 

established that the failure came from dust in the joints). If working on joints one at a time, this seems to reduce the 
issue.  However, the efficiency of the contractors decreases substantially while working on individual fuse joints.  This 
promotes additional risk on leaving trenches open longer for the contractors and is a different process than how they 
submitted pricing.   

- A concern lies where there is a delay in the PARC package being released to the contractor.  This stems from the 
Common Mains Agreement not being fully executed or the previous documentation expired.  This is typically discovered 
within a couple weeks of the contractor starting trenching.  With this tight time frame, the shallow utility installation is 
usually postponed until material has been acquired.   

- Contractors to start requesting materials at least a month a head of start date to avoid any delays. 

Action:  
- ATCO to look at QC measures to ensure material orders a picked thoroughly and with accuracy. 
- Consultants to provide a letter to the developers, upon completion of the ATCO scope, that they are now able to invoice 

ATCO.  
- ATCO to share Common Main’s Agreement with the electrical consultants to reference. 
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4. Complete streets – ATCO conflicts. 

Discussion: 
-  For everyone who was not aware of the extensiveness of the Complete Streets specifications: 

https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/documents/PDF/CompleteStreets_DesignStandards_Sept2018.pdf  

 
eg. Sidewalk widths – will affect future maintenance for utilities. Groundings won’t fit in the blvd – transformers will have to 
encroach on ATCO Easement. Concerns with Snow Removal, maintenance, costs, etc. very extensive 

Action:  
- Everyone to review/familiarize themselves with Complete Streets 
- Shallow Utilities is working on this with Transportation, will send out for feedback as soon as possible to try and get 

these concerns as soon as possible. 
- ATCO will be asked for input once the committees have a working spreadsheet to share with Talal. 

5. Next Meeting  January 2020 
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